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Alternative & holistic, uniquely
created therapeutic rituals for the

spiritually minded...
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Holistic Therapy
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Vodun Herbal Fusion Ritual

Use the powers of the Vodun (otherwise known as Voodoo)

goddesses and gods to answer your calls in life. Combining a herbal

Divination spell with anointing and purification head massage, this

ritual is sure to take you to Papa Legba's crossroads , where you

may ask away... but be careful of what you wish for!

60 mins                             £50

Ayurvedic Chakra Cleanse

Do you need to feel more grounded? Are you lacking energy?

Maybe you need to run more with the river of life? Connect your

mind, body and soul with this meditative massage and crystal ritual

to realign your Chakra flow. Visualise and feel the elements

guiding you to a better way of living!

60 / 90 mins                 £50 / £75

Astral Projection Ritual

Soothe your mind away into another realm... the bassy binaural

sounds with drift your spirit into a dimension of lucidity - what do

you note about your dream world? What do you see and hear?

Where is your path taking you? You can experience the land

between fantasy and reality, and this ritual, from anywhere in the

world... 

45 / 60 / 90 mins       £50 / £60 / £80
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Naturing Walk & Talk

Nature & nurture - two forces of good to help repair damaged

souls. Come for a wander into the local wilderness with me and let

free your tensed, racing or overwhelming thoughts - there is no

judgement in this shared space, only the whispering wisdom of the

trees, rocks and streams...

Mobile only - your choice of natural location

30 / 60 / 90 mins                       £30 / £45 / £60

Ma'at Magick Ritual

The complete spellbinding ritual! Ma'at is a form of Magick from

Ancient Egypt which uses a combination of blessed healing

techniques, including enchantment, meditation and warm oil

massage. The prophecies of the pyramids will reveal all to those

who believe in their powers... My Signature Magick Ritual is

uniquely created to heal your specific mind, body and spiritual

needs - the true hypnosis to Release the Soul.

60 / 90 / 120 mins               £75 / £100 / £120

For more information about any of these treatments please contact me via
telephone or email. Visit my website for my Full Treatment Menu ,

Package Deals and more!

53 Blyth Street, Seaton Delaval, NE25 0DY
m.korth@korthmassagetherapy.com

07709810120
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